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DARRYL CRAWFORD

ABSTRACT Globalisation is often presumed to be an economically, socially and
culturally homogenising force. The deterioration of capitalism’ s major rival in
the early 1990s has paved the way for a truly global economy in which all
participants increasingly operate under the general logic of capitalismÐ that is,
a market-orientated system of production and exchange, private ownership and
a ¯ exible labour market predicated upon self-interest. Yet, while the pressures
of globalisation are obviously formidable and increasingly felt by all, economic
societies remain diverse and have responded to these pressures in unique ways.
This article makes its case for the continued diversity of capitalism by emphasis-
ing the unique mode of economic organisation that has emerged in Southeast
Asia; one rooted in the demands of globalisation as well as in the cultural
foundations of the Overseas Chinese. The evolution of ethnic-Chinese business
networks, which de® ne Southeast Asia’ s political economy, constitutes a unique
reaction to the pressures of globalisation and has laid the basis for a distinct
articulation of capitalism in the region.

Globalization is not ¯ attening civil societies around the world but, rather, combin-

ing with local conditions in distinctive ways, accentuating differences, and spurring

a variety of social movements seeking protection from the disruptive and polarizing

effects of economic liberalism.
1

One of the central paradoxes of globalisation is that it implies the collective

abandonment of many divergent modes of social and economic organisation in

favour of a single ideal de® ned by global prerogatives; or, perhaps more aptly,
Western prerogatives. Recent ® nancial crises in emerging markets, particularly

those situated in Southeast Asia, suggest that this process is supported by more

than the moral legitimacy of the `Western way’ ; in the realm of ® nance, there

are severe structural disincentives to operating outside the logic of `global

economic ef® ciency’ . In a global ® nancial context characterised by heightened
capital mobility, short-term pro® t incentive and the dominance of huge institu-

tional investors, even modest shifts in investor sentiment are capable of trigger-

ing capital ¯ ight and undermining the economic viability of entire regions. The
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® ve countries hit hardest by Asian contagionÐ Thailand, South Korea, Indone-

sia, Malaysia and the PhilippinesÐ went from receiving net capital in¯ ows of

US$92.8 billion in 1996 to net out¯ ows of $12.1 billion in 1997: a swing of
approximately $105 billion in a matter of months.2 This is a troubling precedent

to say the least.

Given the force with which global capital markets punish those emerging

markets deemed irresponsible, it is dif® cult to foresee many nations stepping too

far out of line with the emerging ® nancial order or the architectural adjustments
proposed by the US. These adjustments have generally centred upon the

provision of greater levels of transparency, information disclosure and standard-

ised ® nancial regulationÐ initiatives meant to ensure a more predictable, homo-

geneous investment environment and encourage an increasingly uniform

articulation of global capitalism. Indeed, it now conventional wisdom that
capitalism as it has traditionally been practised in Southeast AsiaÐ the region

with which this article is primarily concernedÐ is inef® cient, anachronistic and

must be swept aside through market reform.
3

Certainly powerful incentives exist

to emulate Western ® nancial supervision and practices, but it would be presump-

tuous to assume that the pressures of globalisation are somehow absolute or that
traditional foundations are simply crushed beneath the weight of these transna-

tional forces. An argument put forth here is that, while global economic

pressures are felt the world over, distinct political, economic and cultural

foundations continue to ® lter these pressures in unique ways. Indeed, one

consequence of the emerging global division of labourÐ where ® rms from
industrialised nations attempt to traverse, and ultimately tap, the opaque invest-

ment climates of the developing worldÐ is the coexistence of various forms of

capitalism, each pursuing the increasingly universal objective of wealth gener-

ation through fundamentally different means.

This article, in sum, makes a case for the distinctiveness of capitalism, even
in the context of rapid economic globalisation, by emphasising the emergence of

distinct capitalist cultures in response to the pressures of globalisation.4 In this

sense, globalisation is interpreted as a `dialectical process of homogenization and

differentiation’ , the end result being a constellation of distinct capitalist hybrids

operating within particular cultural contexts while simultaneously responding to
the demands of global economic competition.5 The realities of global businessÐ

the means through which entrepreneurs and ® nancial market operators compete

on a daily basisÐ reveal the degree to which cultural foundations continue to

shape modern capitalism. Nevertheless, some prominent theorists of economic

globalisationÐ Kenichi Ohmae and Robert Reich, for instanceÐ seem to under-
estimate, or at best underemphasise, the importance of these cultural undercur-

rents in their work. The ® rst section will evaluate and ultimately challenge

`strong globalisation’ theories by emphasising the role of social capital in

economic society and examining diverse regional responsesÐ new economic

regionalismsÐ to the pressures of globalisation. This section, in short, will
illustrate the centrality of culture in the construction and maintenance of

capitalist society. The second section will support this assertion through an

analysis of the distinct cultural order of Chinese capitalism, the dominant mode

of business in Southeast Asia.
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The cultural underpinnings of modern capitalism

Globalisation is often presumed to be an economically, socially and culturally

homogenising force. Despite deep differences world-wide, `strong globalisation’
readings tend to regard the trend towards greater levels of homogeneity and the

decline of the traditional guardians of policy diversityÐ nation-statesÐ as inevi-

table. And, in many respects, it is impossible to refute the growing in¯ uence of

globally mobile capital, the ease with which corporations establish transitional

networks and the consumer culture that increasingly transcends national di-
videsÐ in general, a retreat of the state from economic life. The most observable

facet of the globalisation phenomenon may be the resonance of Western

consumer values and icons in societies throughout the world; ¯ ashing Western

advertisements a few feet from communist monuments in Moscow and Beijing

are particularly revealing. However, globalisation implies a transformation of
much greater magnitude for strong globalisation theorists; it suggests a shift

from an arti ® cially segregated international economy to a `borderless’ global

economy which supersedes state authority and alleviates diversity in any

meaningful sense. Kenichi Ohmae, for instance, argues that:

in today’ s borderless economy ¼ there is really only one strategic degree of

freedom that governments have to counteract this remorseless buildup of economic

cholesterol ¼ And that is to cede meaningful operational autonomy to the

wealth-generating region states that lie within or across their borders, to catalyze the

efforts of those region states to seek out global solutions, and to harness their

distinctive ability to put global logic ® rst and to function as ports of entry to the

global economy. The only hope is to reverse the post-feudal, centralizing tendencies

of the modern era and allowÐ or better, encourageÐ the economic pendulum to

swing away from nations and back towards regions.
6

In the borderless worldÐ where, according to Ohmae and Robert Reich, spatial

barriers to the movement of information, investment, people and goods have
been obliteratedÐ regions, and businesses operating within these regions, have

shed their cultural parochialisms for more market-centred and global orienta-

tions. As corporations and ® nancial subsidiaries expand into diverse cultures, an

organisational learning effectÐ for instance, the implementation of `best prac-

tices’ internationallyÐ is thought to undermine divergent business practices.
7

This global production web, and the multitude of convergent pressures it

embodies, has had the cumulative effect of stripping capitalism of its distinct

variations, fostering a single `global capitalism’ . Robert Reich explains:

As American-owned ® rms go abroad and foreign-owned ® rms come to the United

States, the two kinds of enterprise webs are beginning to look very much alike in

terms of where they derive most of the value inherent in their products and services.

The nationality of a ® rm’ s dominant shareholders and its top executives has less and

less to do with where the ® rm invests and with whom it contracts around the world.8

The implications of globalisation for the future of capitalist diversity are, for

these authors, obvious: as economic prosperity has come to reside in global

networks that link different nations and cultures together in pro® t-maximising

webs of production and information, meaningful differences between these
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economic cultures have receded. Any innovation occurring in any sector of any

country’ s economy can be transferred to and adapted in any other country or

sector in this context. As a consequence:

when this process of diffusion [technologies, consumer products, production strate-

gies] collides with culture or political protectionism, it is culture and protectionism

that wind up in the shop ¼ recent experience suggests that, in most cases, economic

factors prevail in less than a generation. Thus understood, globalizationÐ the spread

of economic innovations around the world and the political and cultural adjustments

that accompany this diffusion [ie homogenization]Ð cannot be stopped ¼ As

history teaches, the political organizations and ideologies that yield superior

economic performance survive, ¯ ourish and replace those that are less productive.
9

I do not claim that the economic trends highlighted by these authors are

fundamentally false, only that their interpretations are partial accounts which fail

to give adequate attention to equally signi® cant cultural undercurrents in the

global political economy. Thus, while not disputing the underlying thrust and

in¯ uence of globalisation, I ® nd the position of strong globalisation theories
problematic for two interrelated reasons. First, they fail to acknowledgeÐ or at

best understateÐ the degree to which capitalism remains a social phenomenon,

embedded in particular cultures and places. And second, strong globalisation

readings tend to simplify the complex and multidimensional nature of the

relationship between globalisation and local business systems.
10

With these
criticisms in mind, the following sections expand upon the centrality of social

capital and culture in the functioning of economic society and the related trend

towards heightened regional integration or `new regionalism’ as a response to

economic globalisation.

Social capital: the lifeblood of capitalism

Despite the ascent of modern communications technology and the evolution of

global subcontracting and production networks, business continues to hinge upon

the social interaction of human beings. One of the greatest shortcomings of the
current economics discipline is its inability to appreciate this interaction. The

economic world is thought to be populated by rational market actors who are

in¯ uenced by nothing more than pro® t maximisation and who somehow separate

their economic lives from the rest of their social existence. However, as Francis

Fukuyama has noted:

the economy constitutes one of the most fundamental and dynamic arenas of human

sociability. There is scarcely any form of economic activity, from running a dry

cleaning business to fabricating large-scale integrated circuits, that does not require

the social collaboration of human beings.
11

Economic activity is thus deeply embedded in social life and knit together by a
wide variety of norms, rules, moral obligations and other habits that together

shape society; anchoring these activities are basic reciprocal understandings or

conceptions of trust. In this sense, economic life can never be divorced from the

culture in which it is embedded. Since the cultural roots of economic organis-
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ation vary, it follows that capitalism will vary. To illustrate this point, it is

necessary to elaborate upon the role of social capital in modern capitalism.

Social capital can best be described as those shared ethical habits, norms and
understandings that facilitate and lubricate economic cooperation. In each

society, cultural foundations determine the complexion of social capital as well

as the frame of reference within which social capital functions. For instance, the

non-contractual trust that characterises business among members of Overseas

Chinese communities is facilitated by shared understandings concerning the
nature of kinship and has been tempered by the historic uncertainties of

capitalism in Southeast Asia. In this way, a particular form of social capital has

come to de® ne the material foundation of economic organisation in the region.

This will be elaborated upon and substantiated below, but for now it is enough

to say that capitalism operates under a distinct logic in Southeast Asia and much
of this is results from the speci® c functioningÐ or social capitalÐ of Chinese

business. Social capital thus spans roughly the same territory as civil society,

de® ning those intermediate organisations and associations that exist outside both

the family and state and, in turn, socialise members into their cultures by

providing the knowledge necessary to function in economic society.
These skills are fundamental components of economic prosperity, providing

members with the social materials necessary to generate wealth; awareness of

the unspoken rules of business in a given cultural context is invaluable, and links

the complex web of economic relationships required for an advanced division of

labour. Social capital, which is so critical to the health of an economy, thus rests
on cultural underpinnings and inherited ethical habits:

An ethical habit can consist of an idea or value, such as the view that pork is

unclean or that cows are sacred, or it can consist of an actual social relationship,

such as the tendency of the eldest son in traditional Japanese society to inherit the

whole of the father’ s estate.12

The ethical habits of a particular culture have a profound in¯ uence on the nature

of economic activity. This is by no means a unique thesis. Max Weber’ s The
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism argued that the psychological
conditions, ethos and ethical habits particular to Protestantism gave birth to the

systematised organisation of modern capitalism: `the essential elements of the

attitude which was ¼ called the spirit of capitalism are the same as ¼ the

content of the Puritan worldly asceticism’ .
13

Cultural tendencies contributed to

certain forms of economic behaviour. Likewise, the radical reorientationÐ or,
some would argue, the destructionÐ of culture and social capital in communist

Eastern Europe has certainly erected signi® cant barriers to the modern transition

to capitalism. Without the robust and spontaneous civil societies that underpin

capitalism in other parts of the world, the region’ s elites have attempted to create

capitalism from above, as it were. However, this transition project is being led
by an unlikely coalition of former communists and their dissident critics, which

has had deep implications for the material realities of capitalism in the region.

Making matters even more complex, critical differences in culture and proximity

to Western Europe between Central Europe and Eastern Europe/Russia have
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contributed to further divergence in the articulation of capitalism in the post-

Soviet sphere.
14

Given the centrality of culture in the creation of social capital and the
importance of social capital to the nature of economic organisation, it follows

that articulations of capitalism will be diverse so long as cultures are diverse.

However, strong globalisation readings suggest that differences in culture and

social capital are evaporating as a result of heightened global interaction and

integration. This may be too simplistic a reading. Globalisation is not a unilateral
phenomenon and often unleashes counter-movements, which adapt to the mech-

anisms of convergence in unique ways. The movement towards regional econ-

omic integrationÐ and the centrality of social capital within these

regionalismsÐ constitutes an alternative reaction to the pressures of globalisa-

tion. Indeed, diverse patterns of economic regionalism imply that capitalism is
far from a single destination.

New regionalisms: the social infrastructure of capitalism

Regional patterns of entrepreneurial activity, money, migration, culture and
ultimately power have come to de® ne economic growth strategies at the end of

the twentieth century, transcending conventional notions of a state-centric

economic organisation. While transnationalism in itself constitutes nothing new,

the scale and nature of modern cross-border economic activity is unprecedented.

Regionalism during the Cold War was usually imposed from outside by a
superpower, dominated by inward-orientated trade arrangements or strategic

alliances and sought to establish only limited integration. Modern articulations of

regionalism or `new economic regionalism’ have expanded in the scope of their

integration (encapsulating various levels of state and non-state economic cooper-

ation), the scale of their cross-border interaction (annual world-wide foreign
direct investment (FDI) reached $400 billion and short -term portfolio investment

climbed to $2 trillion in 1997) as well as their global reach. Scarcely a country

in the world is not subject to some sort of regional economic arrangement.
15

Closer to the core proposition of this article, heightened translational activity

and integration have been driving forces behind profound changes in the nature
of global business, yet not the sort of homogenising tendencies predicted in

strong globalisation readings. A prominent feature of new regionalism is the

spontaneous emergence of regional patterns of economic interaction and the

evolution of traditional transnational business and cultural relationships in

response to the pressures of globalisation. The advent of global production
websÐ whereby various facets of the production process are dispersed transna-

tionallyÐ has created potential economies of scale and has heightened the

pro ® tability of regional cooperation. Such co-operative arrangements also en-

courage investment, rationalise infrastructure projects, strengthen the bargaining

position of countries in the region, promote freer movements of human resources
and thereby increase output and productivity.16 Regionalism is therefore of

potential bene® t to all partners.

However, it is necessary to go beyond these general propositionsÐ which I

believe strong globalisation theorists rest onÐ to determine how regionalism
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actually works on the ground. It is at this level that an understanding of social

capital becomes essential. With this in mind, the following paragraphs will

elaborate upon two critical facets of emerging regionalism, which have promoted
powerful economic synergies within regions and are tightly linked to culture as

well as to a high level of social capital: emerging transnational business

networks and patterns of diaspora ® nance.

Business networks are co-ordinated, entrepreneurial and, in some instances,

personal relationships that link various ® rms in integrated production networks.
These networks effectively shift economic organisation from the vertically

integrated corporation, where all activities are produced `in house’ , to networks

of smaller geographically dispersed ® rms that are generally co-ordinated by

transnational corporation (TNC) input demands. Such networks are a product of

the `post-Fordist era’ , where international competitiveness and the need for more
¯ exible, less costly manufacturing strategies as well as advances in information

and transportation technology have rendered centralised, capital-intensive forms

of mass production obsolete.
17

In the place of the traditional centralised factory,

dynamic global subcontracting systemsÐ anchored by large TNCsÐ have

emerged to link production in various localities together in regional and
ultimately global divisions of labour. Yet a business network is more than just

an integrated structure: it is simultaneously a structure and a process, which

embodiesÐ and is in¯ uenced byÐ various social and cultural dynamics.
18

Over-

seas Chinese business strategies demonstrate the critical position of culture in

business networks:

[Among the Overseas Chinese] the organization of the family and the family ® rm

overlap. The Chinese family ® rm is represented by a series of relationships that can

be expanded or contracted depending upon time and place. The boundaries of what

should be included in the ® rm are often ambiguous because they are not de® ned

explicitly by property, ownership, or control. Instead, the boundaries are de® ned by

networks of people linked together by social relationships.
19

The unique social capital of the Overseas Chinese is at the centre of the business

networks, which de® ne the regional political economy of Southeast Asia. The

level of integration and cross-border synergy achieved through these transna-
tional and culturally rooted business networks will be elaborated upon further

below. At this point it is suf® cient to state that business networks represent an

important facet of regionalism and are deeply embedded within particular

cultures. While such business networks are generally associated with the Asia±

Paci® c region, they are also applicable to Latin America, Eastern Europe, South
Asia and Southern Africa, as well as the advanced industrial nations of the West.

Within the European Union, for instance, subregional economic synergiesÐ

connected by business networks between citiesÐ have emerged which reveal

distinct cultural foundations.
20

While more research is undoubtedly needed to

unravel the complex workings of these business networks, the centrality of cul-
ture in these relationships and its broader in¯ uence on the structure of regional

economic integration is obvious. These networks, in short, suggest that the econ-

omic world is socially and culturally in¯ uenced rather than a realm separate from

social life. Patterns of transnational diaspora capital also support this assertion.
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Centuries of mass migration have fostered transnational ethnic communities

which span the world, but remain socially embedded in their `birth cultures’ .

Major global cities have seen prominent immigrant communities take root and
reshape their cultural, social and economic landscapes. As members of these

communities partake inÐ and pro ® t fromÐ businesses in their new countries,

much of their capital is channelled back into home regions. Prominent in global

wage remittance ¯ ows are the Indian (US$9326 million), Mexican ($4224),

Turkish ($3542), Egyptian ($2798), Lebanese ($2503), Moroccan ($2165) and
Chinese ($1672) diasporas. According to a United Nations estimate, foreign

workers around the world remitted as much as $58 billion to their home

countries in 1996Ð a ® gure which placed remittances high in world trade for that

year.
21

However, not all diaspora capital is transferred with the sole aim of kin

sustenance. In a global context where capital can be electronically transferred to
any area of the world and pro ® t can best be made through global diversi® cation,

geographically dispersedÐ and increasingly wealthyÐ ethnic communities have

channelled funds into home-region enterprises, fuelling the movement towards

regional economic integration as well as providing a source of information and

point of access to foreign markets; in short, acting as key intermediaries between
vastly different economic cultures.

Again, this type of activity is generally associated with the Overseas Chinese,

but is applicable to the British, Jewish, Russian, Indian, Algerian, Turkish,

Mexican communities and generally any other ethnic community with a

signi® cant global dispersion and a high level of group identi® cation with the
`home land’ . Social capital is intrinsic to these capital ¯ ows and, in fact, binds

scattered members of the group together in an economic±cultural web. Without

trust rooted in ethnic solidarity and cultural norms, the entrepreneurial ties

connecting diaspora communities world-wide would be severely strained. Only

in a context where trust can be established will webs of transnational capital
survive; this is as much a truth for Anglo-American investors as it is for Chinese

or Indian business people. However, differences in culture predispose Anglo-

American investors to assume an individualistic stance and place their trust in

contract (which makes accredited ® nancial institutions the most appealing

alternative) while Chinese and Indian investors place greater value in kinship
networks and communal af® nities (which make the use of informal gold shops,

`guanxi’ or `caste’ investment an option to formal contractual relationships) and

use this social capital to complement their investment strategies.
22

Business networks and patterns of ethnic diaspora ® nance are both critical

facets of emerging regionalism and reveal the degree to which economic and
cultural forces intermesh to form speci® c capitalist orders within speci® c

regional political economies. The compression of time and space and a height-

ened level of integration, rather than eliminating the cultural dimension of

capitalism, have made the role of social capital increasingly important. For the

sake of brevity, this analysis has focused exclusively upon the private-sector led,
market-driven articulation of regionalismÐ which is by its nature informal and

without overt state guidanceÐ forgoing an analysis of the state-led macro-

regionalisms.
23

In my opinion, ¯ exible and spontaneous regional interaction re¯ ects the spirit
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and demands of the post-Fordist, neoliberal environment to a greater degree than

state-centric regional responses do. Such a claim can be quali® ed by considering

a basic question: are Southeast Asia’ s regional economic realities in¯ uenced
more by the organisational agency of the association of south-east asian nations

(ASEAN) or by the functioning of Chinese capitalism and its extensive

con® guration of business networks and diaspora ® nance? Given the region’ s

predisposition towards informal agreements as opposed to legalism, the latter

seems more viable. These distinctive regional responses to globalisation indicate
that diversity can exist despite the formidable pressures of convergence and that

culture is deeply embedded in modern capitalism. This point is, however,

contentious and, as such, must be substantiated. A detailed examination of the

distinct culture of Chinese capitalism should suf® ce.

Chinese capitalism and the political economy of Southeast Asia

The Asia±Paci® c region has been the site of dramatic shifts in economic

fortunes. From Asian miracle to Asian meltdown to the cautious optimism

prevalent in the region today, Southeast Asia has remained a dynamic and
unpredictable political±economic environment. Yet, despite this turbulence, a

source of continuity is discernible: Overseas Chinese networks have consistently

been at the centre of the region’ s economic gravity. This is not to argue that

culture has been the only factor at work in recent economic history. Certainly,

the predominance of both the US and Japan cannot be underestimated. Without
the vast capital transfer associated with the US communist containment strate-

gies, Southeast Asia would have arguably remained part of the underdeveloped

world. And without the related ascent of Japan, the momentum of regional

integration and dynamismÐ massive in¯ ows of FDI, intra-regional production

and tradeÐ would have been severely circumscribed. Moreover, the role of
strategic state intervention in the economies of Southeast Asia has also been

profound.24 However, the coherence of this economic region has hinged upon an

informal array of Overseas Chinese business networks, and their unique social

capital, which serve as crucial bonds between the economies of Southeast Asia.

The prominent status of the ethnic Chinese in the regional political economy
is easily quanti® able. The World Bank estimates the total economic output of

Southeast Asia’ s 55 million Chinese reached around US$400 billion by 1991 and

had risen to nearly $600 billion by 1996.
25

Ethnic Chinese control 500 of the

largest public corporations in Southeast Asia, with total assets amounting to over

$500 billion and $2 trillion in liquid assets.
26

Yet, while these statistics are
impressive, they do not represent privately owned and less visible Chinese

assets, nor do they re¯ ect the degree to which ethnic and social networks shape

the nature of business, create transnational economic synergies and serve as

coordinating agents in the region. These underlying principles, norms, activities

and informal relationshipsÐ sometimes referred to as the `bamboo network’ Ð
transcend state authority and constitute a distinct mode of transnational capital-

ism in Southeast Asia. Chinese capitalism, it must be remembered, has

developed without the support and coordination of a strong state, but has

nonetheless been the driving force behind capital accumulation in the region.
27
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Complex networks that connect ethnic Chinese in various countries, while

simultaneously interacting with state authorities through webs of patronage,

function independently of the state. These facets of Chinese capitalism de® ne the
region’ s political economy and, as such, will be the focus of the following

section.

The socio-historical foundations of the Chinese diaspora

The commercial in¯ uence and intermediary function of Chinese merchants in

Southeast Asia dates back at least as far as the third century AD.28 Overseas

communities were founded throughout the region as social pressures from the

mainlandÐ political turmoil, starvation, natural disasterÐ pushed inhabitants of

the coastal provinces southward to the coastal rim of the South China Sea. The
vast majority of the Overseas Chinese have roots in the southeastern provinces

of Guangdong and Fujian and have maintained, across generations, tight econ-

omic and psychological/mythological contact with their home regions. Rapid

economic expansion in these provinces today owes much to the Chinese

diaspora. Once established, these communities were the recipients of further
waves of mainland immigrants displaced by war and poverty, as well as by

Communist and Cultural Revolution. This transnational ¯ ow of people and

wealthÐ rooted in regional dialect and kinshipÐ has provided a regional foun-

dation for the socioeconomic networks that de® ne capitalism in Southeast Asia

today.
Despite the grievous circumstances of migration, the Chinese that have spread

throughout the region remain, in some deep and signi® cant sense, Chinese. The

majority genuinely feels bound to China and Confucian ethics, even after

centuries of family settlement elsewhere. This is a feature that unites speci® c

clans in various Southeast Asian communities, providing them with a basis for
cooperation. Also contributing to the spirit of selective solidarity has been the

hostile environment in which Overseas communities have found themselves.

Chinese immigrants have suffered brutal discrimination and violence at the

hands of indigenous communities who resent their disproportionate control of

Southeast Asia’ s wealth; events in Chinese communities throughout Indonesia in
the aftermath of its recent ® nancial crisis suggest that such resentment is still

pervasive. A historical context of displacement, discrimination and poverty has

profoundly shaped the evolution of the Overseas communities and has played a

de® ning role in conditioning a mentality which has, in turn, ensured survival and

fuelled success.
First and foremost, it has placed the entrepreneurial spirit and wealth creation

at the centre of Overseas Chinese communities. In an environment de® ned by

insecurity and mistrust, control of wealth is essential both to ensure the family’ s

livelihood and to ensure strong political connections. Second, the family and its

internal hierarchy are at the centre of economic life. The importance of control
over the means of wealth creation and the centrality of the family, beneath a

constant backdrop of insecurity, has ensured Chinese businesses are family

enterprises. Confucianism, with its emphasis on family and welfare, makes such

® rms a natural outcome and has provided moral justi® cation for the practices of
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Chinese businessmen.
29

These ® rms become, in essence, family fortresses:

instruments for the accumulation of wealth by a very speci® c group of people

which are guarded against incursions from outside in¯ uence and are by necessity
relatively small. Third, given the limited size of the family ® rm and the Chinese

custom of dividing the father’ s estate equally among each son, businessmen have

often invested in extensive networks of small and middle-sized ® rms, rather than

building large Western-style conglomerates. And ® nally, since business cannot

possibly functionÐ much less thriveÐ without interacting with other businesses,
networks of trust have been extended beyond the family. These sub-ethnic

relationships, built on very speci® c co-operative and personal relationships, or

guanxi, are initiated for their practical usefulness (security vis-aÁ -vis wealth) and

are usually rooted in clan or regional connections; that is, entrepreneurs from the

same region who speak the same dialect establish trust and are able to network
together in a coherent group with greater ease.

The evolution of Overseas Chinese business networks

Speci® c cultural characteristics and a generally hostile environment have thus

underpinned an articulation of Chinese capitalism that is distinct in its practices

and norms. This articulation has been shaped by the particular socio-historical

context as well as by the social capital of the Chinese in Southeast Asia, but has

also been a re¯ ection of business expediency.

Transnational trading networks are very much in accord with the Chinese tradition.

They allow for ¯ exible and ef® cient transmission of information, ® nance, goods and

capital in what are often informal agreements and transactions. Con® dence and trust

replace contracts as major guarantees that commitments will be met satisfactorily.

In a region where capital markets are rudimentary, ® nancial disclosure is limited,

and contract law very weak, interpersonal networks are critical to moving economic

resources across political boundaries.
30

There are discernible economic advantages in such tight network structures, the

most obvious being ¯ exibility and an ability to respond quickly to changing

circumstances and opportunities. Moreover, since the Chinese family and the
Chinese ® rm are institutionally linked, the stability of Chinese business organis-

ation does not depend upon a set of externally developed political and legal

institutions: `Continuity and predictabilityÐ both of which are necessary for

ongoing businessesÐ is generated internally from relational principles in society

and are not legitimated by or imposed through political means from outside’ .
31

While the historical and social foundations of Overseas Chinese business

networks are crucial to understanding Southeast Asia’ s political economy, these

practices and norms are by no means static. Chinese capitalismÐ as a dynamic

set of social institutionsÐ is in constant ¯ ux, adapting to changing circumstances

as they arise.
Overseas business networks were traditionally oriented towards, the dominant

within, speci® c domestic markets. Networks were cultivated among politicians,

Chinese ® rms and their subsidiaries domestically. However, the pace of global-

isation in recent decades and changes in domestic politics, along with the
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continual evolution in Chinese business ® rms in Southeast Asia, have set in

motion centrifugal processes which have forced these ® rms to establish transna-

tional operations. Businesses and their networks have been forced to restructure
as a result of a variety of global and regional developments. Prominent among

these changes have been China’ s 1979 open door policy, which has re-

established and deepened economic linkages between ethnic-Chinese communi-

ties and the mainland, and the regionalisation of markets in North America and

Europe, which has presented Chinese businesses with opportunities to access
Western regional markets and technology through foreign production and direct

investment. Moreover, the liberalisation and privatisation of many Southeast

Asian nations, as well as continued ethnic based economic policies aimed at

improving the position of indigenous populations (particularly in Malaysia and

Indonesia), has undermined traditional monopolies enjoyed by leading Chinese
® rms and has forced them to reconsider their future growth strategies.32 Econ-

omic internationalisation and diversi® cation have emerged as solutions for these

® rms.

This has been the impetus behind the transnationalisation of Chinese business

networks. Overseas Chinese social relationships have always been transnational
in nature, but today their economic activities have come to match the transna-

tionalism of their social connections and now constitute a series of coordinated

socioeconomic networks that span the globe. Far from Overseas ® rms being

stripped of their particularities, as Ohmae and Reich imply, Chinese enterprises

in Southeast Asia remain socially and culturally embedded in Chinese capital-
ism. In this context, the importance and fundamental nature of guanxi and ethnic

networks endure, but they function in a different manner. For instance, if a

Chinese ® rm hopes to expand into new economic sectors, it must enter into

inter-® rm production networks via guanxi; that is, through personal contacts in

the target business network, clan or through family friends. The comments of a
Hong Kong based IBM representative concerning his expansion into Malaysia

emphasises the importance of ethnic connections and social capital in transna-

tional Chinese enterprise:

Legally you can be in Malaysia and own 100 percent of the operations as an

overseas business, which we did for several years. It didn’ t seem to work; we were

legal but the business didn’ t seem to work. We evaluated along with IBM and

decided to invite [a Malaysian computer manufacturer] to take 30 percent, which

used to be the old rule in Malaysia. And since they took the 30 percent, the business

boomed. You don’ t have to do it, but people felt more comfortable when they saw

that we have a local business partner.
33

From this brief statement the signi® cance of cooperative business networks for
® rms operating in Southeast Asia can be discerned: credibility and trust are

primary to successful transnational operations. Without trusted local partners and

their local connections, business can be extremely dif® cult; economic systems

and laws are generally opaque and without the acquiescence of government

of® cials obstacles often multiply. As a result:

You must rely on your local partner to tell you everything about the market, to take

care of the venture and hopefully not cheat you. So that’ s why the local partner in
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so important ¼ You just ® nd someone, through other connections ¼ who has

proven to be reliable. Typically, either we would know them or we have close

associates who would know them. In any case, the key is to make sure that whoever

we pick has a reputation in that local community. Trust and reputation are most

important.
34

Some may see nothing unique in this practice, since even major Western

corporations have initiated joint-venture partnerships with Southeast Asian ® rms

in order to circumvent some of these problems. Yet, as a result of tight
interpersonal connections and the weight of informal trust within the Chinese

networks, partnerships among ethnic Chinese are more reliable. Chinese busi-

nessmen fear to infringe upon the trust other members of the network place in

them; these societal pressures take the place of an institutionalised contract. As

one businessman notes, `if you don’ t honour your commitment, the whole
Chinese network will know and you’ re ® nished’ .35 Thus, within Chinese net-

works there are elements of trust, disclosure and political in¯ uence that Western

corporations cannot hope to match, which obviously plays to the advantage of

the ethnic-Chinese ® rm. The evolution of transnational Chinese business net-

works constitutes a unique reaction to the pressures of economic globalisation
and has laid the basis for a distinct articulation of capitalism in the region.

Business synergies, diaspora ® nance and South Chinese regionalism

Examining the structure and nature of business synergy and regionalism in South

China can substantiate this distinctiveness further. Ethnic Chinese ® rms and their

unique social capital are at the centre of the business networks that de® ne coastal

China’ s political economy and its intensi® ed integration with the global

economy. FDI and trade ¯ ows to and from the Southern provinces of Guangdong
and Fujian, and to Overseas Chinese communities, constitute major sources

of synergy between the economies of Hong Kong, Taiwan and China. Each play

a complementary role in `Greater China’ and are connected via a series of

private socioeconomic linkages that transcend political boundaries (although

Hong Kong is now politically integrated with China). The mainland serves
as an important low-cost manufacturing base and a potentially vast con-

sumer market for Hong Kong and Taiwanese ® rms, while the latter act as

sources of capital, technology and expertise and have become platforms for

mainland ® rms to engage in their internationalisation processes.
36

Greater China

thus comprises a culturally and economically integrated region of considerable
size, dynamism and in¯ uence. The following section will place particular

emphasis upon the interaction and synergies between Hong Kong and Mainland

China.

The Open Door Policy and the implementation of special economic zones

(SEZ) in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen in Southern China precipitated
the integration of Hong Kong and China. FDI was fully embraced by Deng

Xiaoping as a vehicle to obtain advanced technology and modernisation. In 1984

and 1985 the spatial restrictions on FDI were broadened to include a further 14

cities along the coast and three open economic zones surrounding SEZs. The
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designated area strategy was established to attract various dialectic/clan ¯ ows of

Overseas Chinese capital to speci® c `home regions’ and has certainly been

successful. Between 1979 and 1993, countries dominated by Overseas ChineseÐ
Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Macau and ThailandÐ accounted for 81.2% of

enterprises with operations in China (136 042) and 84.6% of foreign investment

($58.1 billion).
37

In 1991 alone ethnic-Chinese ® rms in Hong Kong and Macao

accounted for over 65% of the foreign projects in China. The next two

rankedÐ Japan and the USAÐ accounted for only 20%. In 1992 Overseas
Chinese held full ownership of 8000 subsidiaries in China, while Japanese TNCs

owned 311 and American TNCs just 39.38 Of the $200.6 billion in FDI channelled

into China between 1990 and 1997, Japanese and US investment accounted for

only $21.75 billion, or roughly 11% of total FDIÐ much of the remaining

investment has ¯ owed from Overseas Chinese communities throughout South-
east Asia.39

This disproportionate share of investment results in part from the subcontract-

ing synergies that can be realised through geographical proximity to the

mainland. The necessity of face-to-face interaction and quick responses to

changing market demands makes such low-wage production platforms extremely
attractive. For Hong Kong ® rms, an important open economic zone emerged in

the Pearl River Delta in Guangdong. The rapid expansion of Guandong’ s light

industries in the 1980s reveals the extent to which cross-border synergies were

realised between Hong Kong and the province. Guangdong’ s apparel sector grew

27% in 1985±86, 37.1% in 1980±87, 15.4% in 1987±88 and 28.2% in 1988±89;
its plastics sector grew 17.3% in 1985±86, 27.3% in 1986±87, 14.8% in 1987±88

and 15.5% in 1988±89; its leather products sector grew 31.2% in 1985±86,

54.5% in 1986±87, 17.3% in 1987±88 and 26.6 in 1988±89.
40

Yet, without social

capital and ethnic ties embedded in Chinese business networks, such extensive

expansion into South China would have been extremely dif® cult. Guanxi is the
key mechanism through which regional economic synergies are realised. Hong

Kong-based ® rms are typically ethnic-Chinese and founded by immigrants from

China. Given the rising costs of production in Hong Kong and extensive cultural

ties on the mainland, low-cost labour in Shenzhen and the Pearl River Delta has

accelerated.
Henry Wai-Chung Yeung’ s study of Overseas Chinese business synergies

reveals complex networks among several leading Chinese-controlled TNCs that

enable ® rms to achieve hidden competitive advantages vis-aÁ -vis non-Chinese

® rms. This hidden advantage is rooted in the particular social capital, or guanxi,
of the Chinese business networks: long-term commitments based on kinship and
personal relationships reduce uncertainties in business transactions as well as

ensuring better information and knowledge, which provides `® rst-mover’ advan-

tages. Moreover, transnational relationships heighten credit worthiness and

capital formation strategies. Increasingly, Chinese ® rms come together to form

regional consortiums in order to pool resources to compete with foreign capital.
These strategies, along with a tendency to protect existing monopolies from

outsiders, have all contributed to the dominance of Overseas Chinese TNCs and

their business networks in South China.
41

Western and Japanese TNCs have

attempted to establish joint venture partnerships with ethnic-Chinese ® rms in
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order to adapt to this environment. As Ostry suggests, `language, culture, and

history are ª capabilitiesº necessary to navigate the labyrinth of the mainland’ .
42

However, the Overseas Chinese networks generally remain private and, even
when Western or Japanese ® rms are brought into the loop, cultural problems

persist. These include fears over the loss of know-how and intellectual property

as well as uncertainty regarding property rights and the enforcement of contrac-

tual obligations. Hong Kong ® rms in China do not face these cultural obstacles

and are not `foreign’ in the conventional sense. Through guanxi relationships,
the production structures and sophisticated sub-contracting networks created by

Hong Kong ® rms in China function as if they were domestic and they respond

rapidly to new opportunities on the mainland.
43

The reintegration of Hong Kong

into Mainland China’ s political economy has heightened synergies between what

is a major business and ® nancial control centre on the Paci® c Rim and perhaps
the most dynamic economic hinterland in the world.

Conclusion: diversity in the aftermath of contagion?

Underpinning the political economy of Southeast Asia are business networks
generated by the cultural characteristics of the Overseas Chinese and the

challenges of doing business in the region. This distinctive regional response to

globalisation suggests that culture remains deeply embedded in, and a fundamen-

tal element of, modern capitalism and that diversity in economic organisation

can persist, despite the formidable pressures to conform with Anglo-American
business practices. Yet, since the frenzy surrounding the `Paci® c Century’ has

subsided in the aftermath of contagion, and collusive Asian values have been

roundly incriminated by Western economic elites as the reason, one might expect

the complex array of social and cultural relationships which constitutes capital-

ism in Southeast Asia to lose its distinctive Chinese character; that, in order to
win back con® dence, the region will somehow reinvent itself as a more

transparent and culturally neutralÐ in other words, WesternÐ business platform.

While the end of diversity in East Asia seems a reasonable conclusion, I suggest

that the characteristics of Chinese capitalism will persist for two reasons.

First, one of the central propositions of this article has been that ethnic-Chi-
nese business networks are essentially adaptive social relationships which have

evolved over time in response to speci® c challenges. If these relationships were

static or homogeneous then one could speak of their complete demise and

replacement by other forms of socioeconomic order. However, they are neither

static nor homogeneousÐ the networks which de® ne the region’ s political
economy are shaped by divergent orientations and multiple identities, of which

a global/Western identity is clearly prevalent. Moreover, since the practices with

the greatest impact on ethnic-Chinese capitalism are informal and private, rather

than state-based, it would seem extremely dif® cult to enforce any changes

beyond token formal reforms. Such a reorientation of private business practices
would require a level of state intervention fundamentally inconsistent with

dominant neoliberal ideology and rhetoric. A more likely scenario is a subtle

reorientation, rather than destruction, of Chinese capitalism. One which would

satisfy Western desires for greater transparency in ® nancial markets and ® rm
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structure, but would retain some of the cultural characteristics crucial to doing

business in the region.

Second, and related to this ® nal point, is the utility some aspects of the
ethnic-Chinese business networks hold for Western TNCs and portfolio investors.

Personal relationships, which allow ® rms to traverse opaque political climates,

remain a strategy crucial to operating in Southeast Asia for Western investors.

Financial analysts, for instance, need certain informationÐ ie real assets versus

creative accounting within mainland ® rms or the trustworthiness of a director in
a context where legalism provides no coverÐ before they can recommend

investment in a particular Chinese ® rm, and this knowledge still tends to remain

locked within the `bamboo network’ . The Union Bank of Switzerland’ s Hong

Kong equities division recognised the advantages of Chinese practices when it

recommended Cheung Kong Holdings to its institutional investors:

Cheung Kong is one of our favorite China plays, not because of its direct

investment there but because of its well established connections and goodwill. We

believe the group is poised to ride the crest of robust economic growth in China

over the next ten years through its diversi ® ed investment in companies which have

substantial mainland exposure. We estimate Cheung Kong’ s actual investment in

China at less than US$1 billion; however, through its holdings in Hutchison,

Hopewell and some other red chip companies, it will maintain a substantial

exposure in China with little direct risk ¼ At the moment, risk and return analysis

would not justify an aggressive investment in China’ s property market, since the

quality of earnings is still low due to unpredictable market conditions and govern-

ment controls. We thus favor a company with more prudent China investment

strategy. Once the environment becomes clearer, we expect Cheung Kong will

easily match the commitments of other big investors in China, thanks to its

well-maintained connections. The group enjoys excellent relationships with some

powerful state enterprises and companies managed by siblings of in¯ uential

of® cials.44

This passage reveals the continued importance of ethnic-Chinese capitalism to

the regional growth strategies of global ® nancial ® rms and TNCs and supports the

claim that capitalism will continue to be articulated in quite distinct and

culturally speci® c ways.
Of course, it would be problematic to draw sweeping generalisations from any

single case, regardless of its persuasiveness. Further research into the evolution

of various economic cultures is obviously needed to substantiate an inclusive

argument of this type. Nevertheless, distinct Southern African, Eastern Eu-

ropean, South Asian and Middle Eastern capitalisms are certainly conceivable
and, in the case of Southeast Asia, a distinct capitalist culture is clearly

discernible. In a global economy characterised by the functional integration of

markets at very different levels of economic development and based upon very

different social foundations, one must expect a level of disparity in organisation

and practice. So long as disparities persist and the advanced industrialised
nations seek to access emerging markets, there will be a need for intermediaries

with speci® c cultural advantagesÐ ie knowledge of, and connections within,

emerging marketsÐ like the Overseas Chinese. Culture and social capital will

thus remain crucial undercurrents in the global political economy. Determining
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how these intermediaries function in different contexts may render the capitalist

divergence thesis plausible in global terms rather than making it an anomaly

limited to the coastal rim of the South China Sea.
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